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Abstract
Diabetes is a widespread civilization disease. It manifests with an elevated blood glucose level. In the long-term, elevated blood
glucose level continuously damages organs. In the short-term, hypo- and hyperglycemia are acute complications. Insulin lowers
blood glucose level by promoting its utilization. At basal rate, insulin pump delivers insulin to subcutaneous tissue to control
blood glucose level. In addition, patient doses insulin boluses in accordance with estimated carbohydrate content of consumed
meal. Control algorithm of the pump considers the boluses, when calculating the basal rate. In our previous work, we have
proposed a parallel-architecture for the next-generation of glucose monitoring - SmartCGMS. It unifies the source-code base and
the glucose-monitoring-and-control paradigm across real, simulated and prototyped devices. As the development continues,
especially towards the pump-control algorithms, we face a problem of reducing the SmartCGMS requirements when considering
a low-power hardware. In this paper, we present the modifications that lead to a reduced number of threads, while implementing
the closed-loop feedback between a glucose sensor and insulin pump to conduct FDA accepted in-silico pre-clinical trials.
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1. Introduction
Diabetes mellitus is a widespread civilization disease. It is a heterogonous group of diseases, which share the
same symptom – elevated blood glucose level (BG) [1]. There is either a relative (diabetes type 2) or absolute
insulin insufficiency – diabetes type 1 (T1D). While using of insulin pump is pre-dominant with T1D, recent
research suggests the pump to treat both types of diabetes [2].
Cells use glucose as a fuel to produce energy. Insulin moderates glucose utilization. Therefore, insulin pump
delivers insulin to promote glucose utilization. Thus, it reduces BG as elevated BG causes both acute and chronical
complications.
Glucose-level sensor comprises a needle installed in subcutaneous tissue. The needle measures electric current,
produced by a glucose-triggered chemical reaction. Then, it uses reference BG to interpret the measured current as a
glucose level (IG) [3]. Patient obtains the reference BG with a finger prick. Due to the associated discomfort, patient
measures BG two or three times a day [4]. Therefore, BG is sporadic and IG is frequent. Continuous glucose
monitoring systems (CGMS) usually reports IG every five minutes.
CGMS complements insulin pump. The pump calculates insulin basal-rate. Artificially, it mimics a healthypatient’s pancreas function as the diabetic-patient’s pancreas may deliver too small or none amount of insulin. This
is a continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII). When ingesting the meal, the patient estimates its carbohydrate
content (CHO) and delivers an additional bolus of insulin to compensate time-distributed CHO appearance in the
blood [5].
When developing a new insulin-pump control algorithm, it should be tested in-silico prior a clinical trial. There is
an FDA-accepted T1D patient simulator [6]. We have already developed a glucose control and monitoring
architecture – SmartCGMS. It unifies the source-code base across real, simulated and prototyped devices [7]. In this
paper, we present modifications to this architecture that allow us to conduct the FDA-accepted in-silico pre-clinical
trials. In addition, the modifications reduce the hardware requirements to facilitate an easier transition of newly
developed algorithms to a real insulin pump, i.e.; a low-power device with hard-real time scheduling [8].
1.1. SmartCGMS
SmartCGMS builds on top of the High-Level Architecture (HLA) principles [9]. HLA is a well-established
simulation paradigm on which we can run a co-simulation. Co-simulation comprises a number of real, simulated and
prototyped devices working together.
The SmartCGMS architecture comprises a number of linearly connected filters. Each filter has a specific
functionality. For example, input filter reads BG and IG from a sensor or a database of previously measured CGMS
profiles. Then, a processing filter calculates an insulin bolus from a glucose-level signal. Asynchronous filter runs in
a dedicated thread. A pipe connects two adjacent filters. Such a pipe uses concurrent queue internally, thus
establishing thread synchronization. Filter processes a sequence of events, described with an abstract data type [7].
Each event contains GUID identifier [10] to designate the particular physiological signal it represents. Filter receives
the event from a pipe on its input, processes the event and writes it to the pipe on its output. In addition, a filter can
generate additional events as needed.
Another type of filter can control a medical device such as insulin pump, thus becoming a CSII-controller. Fig. 1
depicts a possible insulin pump setup. In this setup, we read IG from CGMS sensor. Using exponential [11] and
absorption [12] models, we calculate insulin on board (IOB) and CHO on board (COB) respectively. Both models
produce events, whose GUIDs associate these signals with these particular models. By rewriting GUID identifiers of
these events, we remap them to represent the respective physiological signal. We do so because the subsequent
filters expect these physiological signals, which we have to estimate because we cannot measure them in the
practice.
If patient announces a meal with a user-interface filter, a specific filter calculates insulin bolus. It calculates the
bolus from the estimated CHO content of the meal. The user-interface filter creates an event that describes the CHO
content. This event passes through all the subsequent filters. Therefore, the COB filter receives it and updates COB
accordingly.
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Figure 1: SmartCGMS configured to control insulin pump with the original architecture.

Another filter calculates the insulin basal-rate from IG, COB and IOB. This basal-rate signal propagates to an
insulin-pump device-control filter. Eventually, we visualize the entire glucose-level management.
The entire chain of filters terminates with a specific filter that consumes all the events, but forwards none.
As the original SmartCGMS architecture considered all filters as asynchronous [7], the number of threads
increased with each added filter. By considering future transition to embedded devices, we needed to reduce the
computational requirements of the original architecture. Section 2 proposes the respective modifications.

1.2. Related Work
Pre-clinical trial precedes the clinical trial to collect and analyze feasibility and safety data. With insulin-pump
development, there is the possibility of in-silico testing. Such a testing uses a patient model, e.g.; Bergman model
[13], Hovorka model [14] or an FDA-accepted one. A number of projects partially adapted the Bergman and
Hovorka models to build a simulation environment. Such an environment is e.g. Physiomodel [15], SimEdu [16],
and T1DMS [6]. Nevertheless, they do not provide a simulation of the insulin-pump software stack.
Physiomodel [15] and SimEdu [16] provide a number of models for different human body systems. Nevertheless,
no official regulatory body recognizes them. In addition, they are not suitable for a co-simulation with a different
environment.
T1DMS is an FDA-accepted T1D patient simulator. It provides a cohort of T1D patients and a number of FDAaccepted scenarios. It allows a coupling with a custom insulin pump-controller. Simulink block comprises such a
controller. Then, we replace such a block with a different component, e.g.; with SmartCGMS, while adhering to the
Simulink-block interface specification.
A number of various studies conducted pre-clinical in-silico trials using T1DMS [17, 18, 19]. None of them
considered a co-simulation with an insulin-pump environment. Therefore, we develop the SmartCGMS to fill this
gap.
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2. The Proposed SmartCGMS Modifications
2.1. Reducing the Parallelism
By dedicating a thread to each filter, we obtained asynchronous filter. While such a filter has a low-complexity
interface to the system, it introduces an additional overhead if the filter performs a synchronous operation. For
example:
 The remapping filter checks event’s GUID and rewrites it, if it matches the given settings
 Using a given model of glucose-dynamics, the calculation filter produces new events based on the input
events
 A log filter stores the events to an external storage
With filters like these, input event triggers the filter to generate its output. It is a synchronous behavior. By
having all filters executed asynchronously, processing an event requires a transition to the kernel space of the
underlying operating system. Embedded device would benefit from a reduced number of threads [20]. On the other
hand, source-code maintenance profits from the low-complexity of the original SmartCGMS architecture. Therefore,
we introduce two different pipe implementations, synchronous and asynchronous, with the same interface.
Subsequently, we implement synchronous filters in addition to the original, asynchronous filters. Synchronous filter
executes in the context of the nearest preceding asynchronous filter. The synchronous pipe implies this.
From the output of asynchronous filter, the synchronous pipe creates a vector of events. Initially, the vector
contains a single event, produced by the asynchronous filter. Then, the synchronous pipe passes this vector to the
subsequent synchronous filters. Each synchronous filter can modify the vector. Hence, this entire activity executes
within the pipe’s Send function, which the preceding asynchronous filter executes. Eventually, a succeeding
asynchronous filter receives the events from the vector sequentially. Fig. 2 depicts such an event processing.

Figure 2: Executing synchronous filters in a thread-context of the nearest preceding asynchronous filter

2.2. In-Silico Closed Loop
A pre-clinical study should precede a clinical trial. For this purpose, there is an FDA-accepted simulator –
T1DMS. It enables evaluation of CSII controllers [6]. The simulator calls a custom-defined function. Function
arguments are BG, IG, meals announcement and currently delivered volume of insulin. The simulator expects this
function to return insulin bolus and basal-rate values.
Following the High-Level Architecture principles, it is important to maintain a single code base to reduce
differences between simulation, laboratory and real-world deployment. As depicted in Fig. 1, there are two filters,
which connect to the same insulin pump. General behavior of an insulin pump implies this. When requesting a
particular insulin delivery rate, the pump may reject or modify the rate according to its internal logic and current
conditions. Therefore, we must read the effectively set insulin delivery-rate and have it available before calculating
IOB. As a result, there must be two filters connected with a feedback link.
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The patient enters the estimated CHO content of a consumed meal. From CHO, we calculate COB and insulin
bolus. From the effectively delivered insulin volume, advertised with the feedback link, we calculate IOB. From IG,
IOB and COB, we calculate target insulin basal delivery rate. On announced meal, we request the pump to deliver
the calculated insulin bolus. This affects the effectively delivered volume of insulin, which we advertise in the
feedback link.
IG changes because of delivering the insulin to the (real or simulated) subcutaneous tissue. This closes the loop.
Specifically, by enabling the patient’s CHO input, we support a hybrid closed loop system. In the original
architecture, there was no feedback link as we regulated IG based on IG only.
With the feedback link, we need to preserve time ordering of the events. A filter that receives events from the
feedback link maintains a priority queue. Once this filter emits an event, it buffers all incoming events in the priority
queue. Following the emitted event, it sends additional, synchronization event. Once the synchronization event
reaches a filter, which issues commands to the insulin pump, the feedback link advertises the synchronization and
discards the event. Then, the respective filter removes the oldest event from the priority queue and sends it, while
issuing another synchronization event after it. Thus, the synchronization events act as a heartbeat.
Time compression of the in-silico simulation requires the heartbeat. It synchronizes the insulin-pump feedback to
the IG measurement.
3. Experimental setup
We demonstrate the proposed modifications, using two experimental setups. The first setup corresponds with the
original study [7]. Fig. 4 depicts this. First filter replays a previously measured CGMS profile. Filter #2 calculates
continuous BG from IG and sporadically measured BG, using the Steil-Rebrin model. Filters #3 and #4 remap the
newly calculated continuous BG model signal to a measured BG, while mapping the original BG to an auxiliary,
virtual signal. Then, filter #5 predicts IG based on continuous BG and IG. Filters #6 and #7 generate data for the
user interface. Fig. 5 depicts this setup with the synchronous filters.

Figure 3: Experimental setup for scenario #1 – IG prediction, the original architecture
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Figure 4: Experimental setup for scenario #1 – IG prediction, the modified architecture

Section 1.1 describes the second experimental setup. Fig. 1 depicts this setup with the original architecture. Fig. 5
depicts it with the proposed modifications. For the sake of simplicity, we used T1DMS with FDA-accepted scenario
for a closed-loop system evaluation, with a single 50g CHO meal and in-silico subject, identified with the
adult#average tag. T1DMS announced the meal. Intentionally, we configured the bolus calculator to deliver an
excessive bolus of insulin. A successfully working co-simulation would exhibit a glucose-level decline below the
steady glucose level. Hence, it serves the purpose of verification against the current knowledge of glucose
homeostasis.
4. Results
Table 1 gives the number of threads required before and after an implementation of the proposed modifications.
The proposed modification considerably decreases the number of threads, thus leading to reduced computational
complexity as considerably less synchronization affects the entire processing. Let us note that computational
complexity does not concern input size only – i.e.; the measured levels. In our case, it concerns the synchronization
overhead as well.

Figure 5: Experimental setup for scenario #2 – insulin pump control, the modified architecture.
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Table 1. Thread count in the originally proposed state and with modified code
Original
architecture

Proposed
modifications

Scenario #1

8

2

Scenario #2

11

3

Regarding the second experimental setup, SmartCGMS determined the basal insulin rate as 1.2 U per hour. It has
not changed during the experiment. CHO produced a peak above the steady IG. Then, IG declined below the steady
IG after delivering the excessive insulin bolus. After that, IG recovered the steady level. Fig. 6 depicts this.
As IG declined below the steady state, it demonstrates that the feedback link performs correctly and that we have
closed the loop successfully.

Figure 6: Simulation with T1DMS demonstrating the closed loop

5. Conclusion
We proposed and implemented two modifications to the original SmartCGMS architecture. The first one reduced
the computational requirements. The second modification established a feedback link needed for an adaptive
calculation of insulin delivery volume, when optimizing diabetes type 1 treatment with CSII. We successfully
verified both modifications with FDA-accepted simulator and FDA-accepted experimental scenario.
As with the original architecture, we will release the modified SmartCGMS at diabetes.zcu.cz [21].
The future work will concern implementation details for embedded devices with a real-time scheduling.
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